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South Melbourne Primary School 
wins Australasia’s top education 

design awards – LEA

Buildings

Overall Winner
South Melbourne Primary School
Architect: Hayball
Amongst a strong field of award-winning 
projects the South Melbourne Primary 
School stands out due to its successful in-
tegration of educational pedagogies, com-
munity infrastructure and architectural 
design.

Integration with the community was 
identified as an underpinning foundation 
of the project in order to allow for the 
‘Staff and City working together to en-
sure the village raises a child’. In response 
to this the architects have challenged the 
Department of Education’s facility design 
standards to deliver a vertical school that 
sits within a public plaza and incorporates 
community facilities as well as an early 
learning centre. The community rooms, 
kitchen, café and sports courts are all de-
signed for joint use between the school 
and the community – extending the use 
of the facility beyond school hours.

The three levels of learning neigh-
bourhoods are exemplars of responsive, 
flexible settings for contemporary teach-
ing. These neighbourhoods are threaded 
together with generous vertical circula-
tion spaces that are activated and utilised 

as part of the learning environment. Care 
is also taken to integrate outdoor learning 
areas and vertical play spaces that connect 
directly into the learning neighbourhoods.

The outcome is a rich and rewarding 
spatial experience for the whole South 
Melbourne community.

Category 1: New Construction / 
Entire New  
Educational Facility 
This category applies to construction 
of a new school or educational  
institution on a new site
Winner: South Melbourne Primary 
School  
Architect: Hayball
This project is an example of what can be 
achieved with the successful integration of 
educational pedagogies, community val-
ues and architectural design philosophies. 
The concepts around integration with the 
community, which were identified as a key 
design driver during the briefing stages of 
the project, are commendable; with the 
underpinning foundation of the design to 
allow for the ‘Staff and City working to-
gether to ensure the village raises a child’. 
The project appears to achieve this goal by 
providing a community hub which utilis-
es a shared-use model between school and 

community facilities. Vertical schools are 
not a new concept; however, their typol-
ogy often leads to issues with way-finding 
and vertical circulation. The vertical cir-
culation within the building is treated in 
such a way that it forms part of the learn-
ing experience and journey; showing how 
architectural design can integrate with 
learning. The project also addresses zon-
ing of learning spaces effectively across all 
levels to alleviate way-finding concerns. 
The design also responds to the restrictive 
site by providing external connections 
throughout each level with vertical play, 
and by providing outdoor spaces designed 
for multi-purpose use.

Category 1 Commendation
Braemar College Stage 1
Architect: Hayball
This project shows a strong collabora-
tion between architectural design prin-
ciples and educational pedagogy. The 
design shows a unique reflection of site 
constraints and understanding of the 
College’s pedagogical values, including 
teacher and student use of direct and pas-
sive learning spaces. The challenge with 
the Middle School age group is how to 
celebrate education while also instigating 
different levels of social interaction. This 
design of this project effectively creates a 
sense of ownership for the Middle School 
age group, while also providing integra-
tion across age groups. The design appears 
to treat ‘flexibility’ not in the form of pro-
viding a large empty room for adaptability, 
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but by understanding the needs of the College and designed to 
both accommodate and instigate their learning values. The zon-
ing within this project appears to be successful and creates a vari-
ety of different learning spaces for different learning types, while 
also providing integration between indoor and outdoor learning. 

Category 2: New Construction / New Individual  
Facility Over $8 Million
This category applies to a new building or new buildings 
in an existing school or campus. 
Winner: Taronga Institute
Architect: NBRS Architecture
The Taronga Institute of Science and Learning is a unique 
work of architecture that successfully weaves together ex-
tremely diverse requirements into a wholistic user experi-
ence. A very thorough and detailed planning process was 
completed to formulate a complex brief with many different 
requirements running in parallel.

The built outcome demonstrates how a challenging de-
sign brief has been successfully synthesised to deliver a 
unique education facility with many varying purposes and 
interests across a range of education levels from primary to 
tertiary. The provision of engaging learning environments for 
such a range of ages and skill levels is commendable.

A highly sustainable building with a 6-star Green Star rat-
ing, the building demonstrates sustainability through many 
aspects including a passively ventilated central foyer, the 

heart of the building from which all other functions appear 
to radiate. 

Flexibility is provided for, particularly with the immersive 
classrooms which have been designed with the ability to be 
completely stripped out and transformed into different animal 
habitats, the first of their type in the Southern Hemisphere

The building lends itself to creating a new typology where 
science and learning exist together and are on display to in-
spire and educate all who encounter it.

Overall, the strength of this project appears to have come from 
the briefing process, which shows a strong collaboration between 
the architect, the College and other stakeholders; and the success 
of the project reflects this.

Category 2 Commendation
Freemans Bay School  
Redevelopment Australasia
Architect: RTA Studio
Freemans Bay School is an inspiring example of the alchemy that 
can occur when a passionate team collaborates to create a new 
learning environment. The depth of research and preparation 
that has gone into this project (particularly years of research on 
Principal, Sandra Jenkin’s behalf) is evident in the built outcome. 

Extensive user-group consultation, inclusive of the student 
cohort is highly commendable. A clear outline of the schools’ de-
sired pedagogical approach is articulated through an extensive 
brief development process.

It is evident that the desired outcome of a highly progressive 

Freemans Bay School  
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learning environment is delivered through the large variety of 
learning spaces that cater for diverse learner needs. The spatial 
planning is successful as it allows the spaces to be transformed 
for a particular activity or group at any given time throughout 
the day.

One delightful element of the design is the collaboration 
with the students for colours and facade patterning which allows 
community ownership and engagement with their school. It is 
clear the original goal of ‘design elements to support education 
that is learner centred, flexible, innovative and appropriate for 
the twenty first century’ has been achieved.

Category 3: New Construction / New Individual 
Facility(ies) Under $8 Million 
This category applies to a new building or new buildings in 
an existing school or campus 
Winner: Cathedral Grammar Junior School, Christchurch, 
New Zealand
Architect: Andrew Barrie Lab + Tezuka Architects
Cathedral Grammar Junior School is an outstanding building. 
Great effort went into the design process and the outcome is a 
beautiful, coherent building and an environment that supports 
collaborative teaching practice and students’ well-being and 
sense of community.

The project idea was to create a garden school designed as if 
it were a house. This intent is clear in the configuration of three 
built forms arranged around a courtyard and linked by decks 
and covered walkways. A stair leads to a large roof deck, with a 
slide running back down making the building itself an adventure 
playground. 

The spaces are naturally ventilated and have a close connec-
tion to the outdoors through generous openings to the decks and 
courtyard. The interior spaces also have strong visual connection 
to the lush greenery of the adjacent park. An immaculately de-
tailed and designed modular furniture system enables teachers to 
create smaller settings within each classroom space.

The extensive use of timber and the exposed comprehensive-
ly detailed structure of the building give it material warmth and 
create opportunities for children to learn about the mechanics 
of the building. The outcome is a truly beautiful aesthetic with 

multiple layers of education planning for the wellbeing of pres-
ent and future users.

Category 3 Commendation 1
St Pius X High School Library
Architect: SHAC Architects
The St Pius X High School Library is a beautifully refined piece 
of architecture, as well as a modern teaching space that acts as a 
catalyst for educational change within the college towards more 
collaborative and active learning styles. 

While the building fulfils the traditional role of the library, 
it has also been planned around the evolving teaching prac-
tices of the college including collaboration, group work, inde-
pendent learning and active learning and teaching methods. 
The simple planning is given depth and complexity through 
its use of split levels and volume in order to create a variety 
to spaces and learning experiences. These levels also knit the 
campus together by creating multiple points of connection 
across the sloping site including a generous covered entry 
plaza off the main circulation spine of the college. The large 
central volume and the tiered seating area create a new social 
and gathering space for the school.

The simple palette of materials creates a contemporary build-
ing with connections to the traditions of the college. The build-
ing is finished with clever detailing to create a simple, elegant 
outcome. The light-filled library space and use of natural, warm 
materials creates a comfortable and inviting space. 

Category 3 Commendation 2 
Kolbe Catholic College – Food Technology Centre, Victoria
Architect: Smith + Tracey Architects
The Kolbe Catholic College Food Technology Centre is com-
mendable for its simple and effective planning. Comprising two 
food technology laboratories with shared preparation space, a 
commercial kitchen, cafeteria, two general learning areas, and an 
edible garden zone the Centre is a built expression of its peda-
gogical and social functions. Which are to foster social co-opera-
tion and collaboration, encourage student engagement, promote 
authentic learning and enhance career pathways.

A prominent roof form shrouds and shades the building  
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Cathedral Grammar Junior School, Christchurch St Pius X High School – Library, NSW 
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extending west over an outdoor dining courtyard that links the 
cafeteria to the college plaza at the heart of the school. Elsewhere, 
the roof folds into a deep facia that is cut away in places revealing 
a white soffit that announces key entry points to the building. 
Minimal internal circulation is required as most spaces open di-
rectly outdoors.

Each laboratory has a practical zone and a theory zone, which 
function together as an integrated learning environment, or as 
two discrete spaces separated by an operable wall. A central 
courtyard brings natural light into the deep building plan and 
in time green views and retreat. Seamless transitions between 
theory, practice, service and social spaces emphasise the Centre’s 
significance as a venue for real world learning.

Category 4: Renovation / Modernisation Over  
$2 Million 
Winner: Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Primary 
School
Architect: BVN
Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Primary School has used 
architecture extremely effectively to support a rigorous planning 
process and an ambitious design brief. The result is a de-institu-
tionalised and playful learning environment which perpetuates 
connectivity and current pedagogical strategies – a proud addi-
tion and amenity for the school

Playful colours, natural materials and inviting ‘nooks’ blur the 
boundaries between learning and play while facilitating seam-
less transition between spaces. The end result highlights the high 
level of planning and attention to the guiding design principles. 
The architects’ ability to integrate a sense of openness and acces-
sibility throughout the multi-story building, whilst ensuring no 
compromise on the functional brief is inspiring.

In addition to an impressive list of ecologically smart initia-
tives, this school provides ‘state of the art’ education facilities with 
outstanding flexibility and opportunity for various multi-modal 
spaces.

With an engaging narrative which resonated with the school 
community right from the project initiation; a clever combina-
tion of natural materials and integrated gaiety brings the concept 
to life. 

Buildings

Kolbe Catholic College Our Lady of the Assumption Catholic Primary School

Overall, this building implements and symbolizes the 21st 
century definition of a ‘primary school’ in a brilliant and exem-
plary way.

Category 4 Commendation
LCI Melbourne 
Architect: Gray Puksand 
This project demonstrates what a respectful refurbishment of an 
existing building can look like, taking full advantage of the char-
acter of the building as it shapes it into an inspiring centre for 
creative learning. 

The design uses the existing building’s volume to create visual 
connections across all spaces and levels. The central gathering 
and gallery space ties the school together with cross-pollination 
potential. Individual programs utilise functional studio spaces 
that support hands-on learning while also providing access to 
collaborative, informal breakout and display areas.

LCI Melbourne gives an honourable ‘nod to the past’ in ac-
knowledging the previous function of the building and high-
lighting the ‘bare bones’ architecture of the building fabric. This 
process has led to a unique aesthetic that allows the new func-
tions of the building to intertwine and spread throughout the 
structure while remaining sympathetic to the building form. The 
interiors are calm and inspiring, perpetuating sense of pride and 
engagement.

The design suits the unique creative requirements of this 
type of facility and creates opportunities for the school to con-
nect with others within the industry, which is an essential part of 
learning. The re-use of the existing warehouse is innovative, sus-
tainable functional and beautiful, creating additional educational 
opportunities and visibility within an urban setting.

Category 4 Commendation
Mildred Manning Science Centre, Wesley College 
Architect: Taylor Robinson Chaney Broderick
The Mildred Manning Science Centre project is an ambassador 
for excellence in educational science spaces. It utilised a through, 
research-driven process that considered the question of what a 
cutting edge science education facility could be. It moves away 
from the standard clinical ‘white spaces’ that science is known 
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for to a creative centre that aligns traditional teaching model of 
science with STEM and its modern, adaptive and visually stimu-
lating teaching principles.

A rigorous planning process with the school community and 
international experts, kept science learning at the heart of un-
derstanding the building. The architects continue to build on the 
extensive R&D already undertaken by the school and merged the 
client ambition with realistic outcomes for the project site and 
budget. 

The resulting design responds to its scientific needs in a fu-
ture-focused community spirit, showcasing the opportunities 
learning can provide for the next wave of students. The project is 
the physical embodiment of a learning laboratory, with the abili-
ty to integrate ‘live’ experiments that perpetuate passive learning 
and student engagement in science and education. 

It is an innovative re-use of an existing science block that has 
thoroughly benefited from its research-driven approach and is a 
benchmark project for successful early briefing and stakeholder 
engagement.

Category 5: Renovation / Modernisation Under  
$2 Million 
Winner: Domremy College, Solais Sandpit
Architect: Hayball
The Solais Sandpit is a very clever example of the reuse of a stan-
dard school classroom block into a transformative multi-modal 
learning space. The rigorous planning process involved, collab-
orating with an education consultant, staff and students, has led 
to an inspired use of existing space for contemporary modes of 
learning. The jury particularly liked the prototyping nature of the 
new space – to lead the development of other existing and new 
spaces on campus and to understand the variable nature of func-
tional space – not just for students but also for staff. 

Each of the six different spaces performs a unique learning 
function, whereby learning is purposeful and considered within 
its learning environment. Enabling different modes of learning 
in distinct learning zones creates student and staff agency and 
encourages more users to think about the link between what they 
are learning and the place they are learning it in. The innovative 

Buildings

reuse of an existing building to create so many different spaces 
within a tight budget is to be commended. The use of the build-
ing as a catalyst for whole school change is a promising example 
of the possibilities of existing infrastructure to adapt to new con-
temporary modes of learning.

Category 6: An Innovative Education Initiative
Designed to showcase significant contributions to learning 
environments by schools, educators, students, designers, 
community organisations etc
Winner: Domremy College, Solais Sandpit
Architect: Hayball
Domremy College, Solais Sandpit Learning Common highlights 
the success of an innovative learning environment with thor-
ough planning and, in turn, great execution.

This project provides a flexible learning space that acts as a 
‘change agent’, encouraging staff to reflect on and scaffold inno-
vative pedagogical practices. A space that transforms the concept 
of ‘classroom’ to an ‘environment for learning’ where authentic 
collaborative and creative interactions are valued.

Students can engage in different ways in this flexible and non- 
limiting learning space – working individually, in pairs, in small 
and large collaborative groups to generate ideas, can find solu-
tions and explore possibilities.

Writable internal walls and furniture together with digital 

LCI Melbourne The Mildred Manning Science Centre
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screens ensures that students’ thinking and learning is visible and 
feedback from teachers is timely and relevant.

This environment stimulates the shift in emphasis from 
teacher- directed to more collaborative, co designed, student-led, 
inquiry based learning.

The Solais Sandpit offers a diversity of purposeful learning 
settings supporting a range of pedagogies from direct instruc-
tion to more collaborative and independent learning activities.

A significant highlight to this submission is that this proto-
type has been thoroughly tested, with multiple evaluation for-
mats and findings now informing the next stage of capital works 
at Domremy. The post occupancy evaluation was an excellent 
indication of the success of the space – a clear representation of 
the project being used as intended.

Category 7: Landscaping/Outdoor Learning Area. 
Designed to showcase outdoor learning environments 
targeted to improving educational outcomes
Winner: None

Category 7 Commendation 
Alberton ‘The Nest’ Primary School
Architect: JPE Design Studio
The outdoor learning spaces at the Alberton Primary School 
offers a child-led play environment that embraces nature play, 

Domremy College, Solais Sandpit
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 ENVIRONMENTS FOR 
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NBRSARCHITECTURE creates learning environments that 
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Alberton ‘The Nest’ Primary School Ivanhoe East Primary School 
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risk-taking challenges and loose parts play focusing on problem 
solving. Embracing the Reggio Emilia pedagogy where the envi-
ronment becomes the third educator, the designers have interwo-
ven additional sustainability resources including a rain garden.

The project team has demonstrated significant engagement 
and collaboration with the client stakeholders and most impor-
tantly the end user. This consultation focused approach included 
multiple meetings and on-site discussions, particularly with the 
students. 

The jury was particularly impressed by the incorporation of 
sustainability initiatives that encourage educational learning in-
cluding showcasing the landscapes of South Australia, the strong 
commitment to using chemical free natural materials (timber 
is untreated), and the demonstration of the lifecycle of water 
through stormwater collection from the adjacent car park.

The flexible play elements allow for imaginative play and the 
ability to express creativity which is an under-valued child devel-
opmental need. The commitment to inclusive design with wheel-
chair and ambulant access is commendable.

The jury applaud the collaboration between designer and the 
school in fulfilling the need for risky play which also provides 
challenging and inspiring play spaces. The incorporation of a risk 
benefit analysis prepared by the project team was fundamental in 
achieving this exciting school playground and contributing to a 
risk aware future society. 

Category 7 Commendation
Ivanhoe East Primary School
Architect: Jeavons Landscape Architects
The Ivanhoe East Primary School landscape project is a great 
example of the power of consultation. The design team worked 
in collaboration with stakeholders, end users and contractors 
to create opportunities to solve infrastructure issues including 
structural engineering, drainage and erosion problems. This ap-
proach unlocked creative and engaging solutions for outdoor 
learning and play. 

This submission provided evidence of a rigorous consulta-
tion process to understand the brief, the outdoor environment 
the stakeholders desired as well as the site specific conditions 
and constraints. The design process was informed by an in depth 
enquiry with students, including observation of play, the use of 
outdoor spaces and the types of learning and play opportunities 
most valued by students.

The link between the design outcome and the educational 
brief was clearly articulated. All outdoor learning, recreation and 
play zones were carefully considered to provide multiple oppor-
tunities to support school pedagogy and play through both spon-
taneous and directed activity.

The capacity for zones to be multi-facetted to support both 
learning and play, provides inherent flexibility for the use of the 
outdoor areas. The design responds to the location and incor-
porates skilful arrangement to overcome the site’s constraints. 
Access and inclusion have been carefully considered with steps 
and wheelchair accessible ramp between different learning areas 
and levels.

The re-design of the rock embankment was the result of ap-
plying a child-focused, play based, natural and more sustainable 
approach to outdoor learning environments rather than simply 
addressing technical issues of structural engineering and drain-
age. The outdoor learning environment reflects the school’s stu-
dent-centred approach to learning and makes a powerful state-
ment about the importance of play, discovery and connection 
between learning and our environment.
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DISCOVER 
FUTURE 
LEARNING 
SPACES, 
TODAY

Looking for new ideas and directions  
for your learning spaces?

Learning Environments Australasia’s new 
book, Contemporary Learning Spaces, 
showcases all 85 entrants of the 2019 
Awards for Excellence in Educational 
Facilities Design. 

With evidence showing that well-
designed and well-used learning spaces 
can improve results for students and 
teachers, Contemporary Learning Spaces 
is a valuable asset for your school’s vision 
of learning. 

ORDER YOUR LIMITED EDITION  
COPY AT A4LE.ORG.AU/STORE

2019 
Contemporary
Learning 
Spaces

PO Box 149, Beechworth 
VIC 3747, Australia

a4le.org.au
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The Pod is a future focused resource 
centre where the students are the 
architects of their own learning. 

Key elements include: 

• Imaginarium, a 360 degree immersive 
learning space with climate control and 
surround sound 

• Think Tank, is a circular “smart glass” 
walled room where students can fly 
indoor drones and work collaboratively. 

• Learning Pit, is a highly functional 
multipurpose space that can 
cater for a wide array of activities 
now and into the future. 

• Maker Space Room, contains robotics 
equipment and craft materials for 
creativity and problem solving, including 
a large 3D printing capability. 

Why The Pod? The Pod houses and protects 
the seed and prepares it for germination 
and growth. Encapsulates the seed and 
its nutrients containing the seed until it is 
ready to grow and flourish. In this building, 
students are nurtured, encouraged, 
challenged, stimulated and prepared to 
grow and flourish. Such a space enables 
learning to take place at a level that is not 
possible in a regular classroom. 

There are several distinct learning areas:

• The Imaginarium – 360 degree 
immersive learning space. Students 
can imagine and experience life in the 
desert, the Antarctic or even oceans. 

Students can travel to Mars, experience 
earthquakes or cyclones in the safety of 
the Imaginarium.

• The Think Tank – is a circular glass 
walled room where students can fly 
indoor drones and plan entrepreneurial 
solutions to real problems.

• The Learning Pit is a highly 
functional multipurpose space 
that can cater for a wide array of 
activities now and into the future.

• Maker Space Room – contains robotics 
equipment and craft materials for 
students to create and problem solve.

There are writable surfaces throughout the 
building incorporated into learning booths, 
the furniture or the walls that encourage 
students to be creative in working together. 
These are marked with a distinctive  
green edge.

Chinese language is taught to all students 
from Prep – Year 6 in a specialist room 
and there is a Continuous Learning Centre 
where students can obtain additional 
assistance with their learning. 

The library function is also catered 
for in with creative use of book stacks 
and furniture to enhance the students’ 
experiences as well as plenty of physical and 
digital display spaces. Special reading nooks 
and window boxes are favourites with the 
students. 

This technology rich learning environment 
has provided students with a wide range of 
opportunities to take greater ownership of 
their learning. 

The ability for teachers and students to 
engage with STEAM activities has exceeded 
expectations with the real bonus being 
a renewed enthusiasm from teachers 
about their pedagogy. Year level STEAM 
days have provided the added bonus of 
enabling teaching teams to spend time 
collaboratively planning new Guided Inquiry 
Units of work.

THE POD, COOMERA 
ANGLICAN COLLEGE

8 Days Road, Upper Coomera, Queensland, Australia
Area 1,076 m2

Cost AU$4.5m
Designer Burling Brown Architects with 

Coomera Anglican College
Photographer Coomera Anglican College
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In creating a new primary school for the 
regional community of Kyneton, Gray 
Puksand worked collaboratively with 
the school community to develop a 
sustainable, accessible and contemporary 
learning environment. 

Through re-visioning what a modern 
learning environment could be, the design 
team and educators developed a range 
of integrated, complementary functional 
settings that moved beyond the traditional 
spaces at their previous site. 

A material palette reflects a warm, natural 
and distinctly regional approach. Through 
utilising a range of simple ‘rustic’ materials, 
through locally sourced masonry and 
timber – employing these to showcase 
their character – the new school blends 
seamlessly into the landscape. Two almost-
identical Learning Communities have been 
masterplanned, around a central leadership 
and specialist building. This central hub – 
acts as a space to bring students and staff 
together, an entry point and gathering 
point for whole school community. 

KYNETON PRIMARY 
SCHOOL

Edgecombe Street, Kyneton, Victoria, Australia
Area 2700 m2

Cost AU$11.5m
Designer Gray Puksand
Photographer Christine FrancisKYNETON PRIMARY SCHOOL 

TYPICAL LEARNING COMMUNITY FLOOR PLAN
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